DON'T WASTE TIME PEELING BY HAND
Photoelectric sensor with patented IR pulsing
technology.
If it can be peeled, our sensors can detect it!
1. Bottle-Labeller - Cylinder labeling machine.
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Label any cylindrical object fast and accurately
FRONT AND BACK from .5" to 8" dia. at speeds of
1200 Pcs. Per hour!
Bottle-Labeller is the perfect machine for labeling
your cylindrical objects! It can wrap your bottles,
cans, tubes, and jars by simply pressing the footswitch!

254mm (10"), 406mm (16")
Two Sided Print 254mm (10"), 406mm(16")
One Sided Print

2. Flat Pack - 406mm (16") width flat pack label applicator.
Label any flat packaging.
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Fast and accurately up to 6.35mm (1/4") thickness at speeds
up to 1000 Pcs. Per hour!
Flat Pack is the perfect machine for labeling your flat objects! It can
label envelopes, plastic bags (even with zipper), CD cases, PCBs,
unfilled flexible packaging, etc. Simply insert into the machine!
Adjust guides for vertical placement, adjust digital circuit for
horizontal placement. Flat Pack requires 22mm (7/8") from the
leading edge to the start of the label.
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3. Label Dispenser "U-25"
NEW, LOW COST Label
Dispenser! Power advance for
roll labels to 63mm (2.5") width.
Tension guide is standard for
thin labels. With Photo-eye.
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4. Label Dispenser “U-45” Power advance
for one-up computer forms, or printed labels in
rolls 9.5mm (3/8”) to 114mm (4-1/2”) wide at
152mm (6") per second speed. High Speed
version 279mm (11") per second speed for
ANY length label!

5. Label Dispenser “U-60” High
Speed power advance for larger
labels in rolls up to 152mm (6”)
wide, at 228mm (9") per second.
With Photo-eye

With Photo-eye
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6. Simple Simon manually
operated, precision made metal
dispenser for all types of roll labels,
sharp plate for thin labels.
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Simple Simon 101mm (4")
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LDM 450

LDM 850

7
LDM 1250
LDM 250

"6-II", "10-II" , "16-II"
8. Label Dispenser “6-II, 10-II, and 16-II” For roll or fan-fold labels to 139mm (5.5”), 241mm (9.5"), and
393mm (15.5") widths. Does not wind up waste, and loads
VERY quickly. Best for large diameter rolls, and where
constant speed is needed. 152mm (6") per/sec advance.
With Photo-eye

9. LDM-Convenient, Easy to use, Durable, and Economical
are a few of the words used to describe our economy line of
manual dispensers, the LDM series. 165mm (6.5") Max roll
Dia. 76mm (3") Core adapters available
LDM 250 63mm(2.5"), LDM 450 114mm(4.5"),
LDM 850 216mm(8.5"), and LDM 1250 317mm(12.5")

Dispense most labels without difficulty. When using Mylar, foil, acetate or very thing labeles, try our sharp edge plate.
A full 12 month parts and labor warranty covers each unit against manufacturing defect. We provide full service and parts at
our plant if required. Manufactured in the USA.
All units are in stock and can be shipped promptly upon receipt of your order. Purchase online for prompt efficient delivery.
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